the decomposition of electrolyte LiPF6 due to the common-ion effect.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis of LNM@x%LCP. Schematic preparation procedure for LiCoPO4 coated LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 is shown in Figure 1 . The as-produced LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 sample is consistent of porous spherical micrometer scale particles. Each spherical LNM particle is composed by GITT technique based on chronopotentiometry directly reflects the diffusion ability of Figure 7b shows the cyclic stability of the samples. After 100 charge/discharge cycles, pure LNM and LNM@1%LCP exhibit rapid capacity loss, only 58 % and 64 % of their initial capacity are remained, respectively.
However, both samples LNM@5%LCP and LNM@10%LCP show excellent cyclic stability, 96% and 95% of their initial capacity are remained, respectively. At elevated temperature of 55 °C, LCP shell plays even more important role in maintaining electrochemical performance of LNM@ x%LCP samples (see Figure 7c and 7d). At the 100 th cycle, only 64 % of its initial discharge capacity is remained in LNM@1%LCP, but LNM@5%LCP with the preferred shell presents the best performance, 96 % of its initial discharge capacity (120.9 mAh g -1 ) is maintained. It can be concluded that LiCoPO4 shell does play a key role in ensuring the cyclic stability of LNM@ x%LCP samples.
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As mentioned above, the other important role of LiCoPO4 is to induce the appearance of Mn 3+ , which is useful in improving rate performance of LNM. Figure 8 The state of electrode and electrolyte after charge and discharge cycles. It is reported in literature that the LiPF6 of electrolyte worked at high voltage might be decomposed and deposited on electrode materials [37] [38] [39] . In order to analyze the surface changes of active materials, XPS spectra on the electrodes with pure LNM, LNM@1%LCP, LNM@5%LCP
and LNM@10%LCP charged/discharged after 100 cycles at 20 C rate have been collected, see Figure 9 . The P2p spectrum taken on the pure LNM electrode is clearly identified as two strong components (Figure 9a ), LixPFy at 137.5 eV and LixPOyFz at  134.5 eV, respectively. This is consistent with the previous studies that an unwanted decomposition of the standard electrolyte, LiPF6, always happens on the surface of cathode with operating potentials over 4. 5 V 20,39,41 . For the cycled electrode of LNM@1%LCP, the minor P state is from LixPFy and the major P state is phosphate from the shell of LiCoPO4 (Figure 9b ). For the both cycled electrodes of LNM@5%LCP and LNM@10%LCP, the P state from LixPFy is hardly to be detected (Figure 9c and 9d) . It is clearly concluded that the P state from PF6 -in the electrodes 12 of LNM@ x%LCP is dramatically reduced with the increasing amount of LiCoPO4 shell. The percentages of P state of LixPFy are 4.86%, 0.05% and 0.03% of the total P detected in LNM@1%LCP, LNM@5%LCP and LNM@10%LCP, respectively. It is evidenced that LiCoPO4 shell plays the roles in avoiding unwanted decomposition of electrolyte and improving the cyclic ability of LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 operated at high voltage. 
Conclusion

